Data Protection Act - Dispose Of As Confidential Waste
DC J CONCANON 229597
CR:5109868/14 CrType:C Notifiable/MPS/Other:N-1 Status:D Press:N Class:S/Murder
GLU:KGPress Restrictions:Restricted Crime
Details of Investigation
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221941 678KG JA PARISH

knowledge he did not see 'clients' very often, just occasionally. She also stated that viwl often kept
knives tucked around the edge of his bed for safety in case he bought clients home. From the cursory
search these were not evident. A more thorough search was not completed so as not to disrupt the scene
any further.
Miss DUNNING was shown images of Stephen PORT, sent to T/DC J P ARlSH'S mobile phone by DS
O'DONNELL. The first photograph was a front profile and Miss DUNNING stated that she was 97%
sure that this was the male in the picture that viw 1 had shown to her. She then stated that the
photograph that viwl had was side facing but a selfie, and that he was not wearing a top. She was then
shown 2 side profiles of PORT and stated that she believed this to be the same male.
Miss DUNNING then left. She is willing to assist police further and will make hersellf available at any
time needed.
The following items were seized by T/DC BELLAMY during the search 1530-1630 hours:
RLB/l (one) laptop with charger sealed in MPSD43841335, 105/1494 refers
RLB/2 (one) Fujifilm camera with USB lead sealed in MPSD43841336, 105/1495 refers
RLB/3 Quantity of unknown bottled substances sealed in MPSC36220336, 105/1496 refers
RLB/4 Quantity of medication sealed in MPSD43841337, 105/1497 refers
RLB/5 One (1) prescription in name of Anthony W ALGATE sealed in MPSA1867662, 105/1498
refers
The room was secured and the keys were given back to Mr BOMACIC at ENDEAYOUR EST ATE
AGENTS. Mr BOMACIC was informed that the room should be left untouched and in due course they
will be contacted.
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